Media Officer
GetUp is looking for a Media Officer to join our Federal Election effort.
This is a fixed-term and full time position, from February 2019 until the Federal Election. This position is based in
Sydney.
SCHADS Classification Level 3-5 (based on experience), $60,635.64 - $76,709.88 per annum + superannuation,
less applicable taxation.
At GetUp, we know our capacity to drive progressive change is increased when our team has a diversity of backgrounds
and experience. We are always actively looking for applicants from a diverse range of genders, cultures, language groups,
abilities, and experiences to apply.

Who is GetUp
The GetUp movement is powered by the values and hopes of one million members, movement partners and a central
team of expert strategists. Together, we do whatever it takes to make extraordinary impact.
We focus our campaigns on the areas our members care about most in the fields of Environmental Justice, Human Rights,
Economic Fairness and Democratic Integrity. From making sure hundreds of thousands of people are able to vote in
elections, to successfully stopping major projects threatening the Great Barrier Reef, or securing billions of dollars in new
funding for mental health – we have a decade-long history of taking on powerful interests, and winning.

The Media Officer will:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Write and pitch out media alerts and releases;
Develop strategic relationships with journalists;
Draft and consult on media plans;
Coordinate media interviews and grabs;
Optimise campaign messaging for a range of media stakeholders;
Boost GetUp’s understanding of local issues.

You will be someone who:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

is passionate about creating change on progressive issues by driving a strong media narrative;
is an exceptional writer and communicator;
thrives in a fast-paced office environment;
has a demonstrated ability to get your head into local issues;
has a demonstrated ability to get up stories
plays well with others;
works autonomously to get the job done.

Bonus points for:
•
•

Experience working as a journalist or otherwise in the media;
Experience working in electoral campaigning.

If even a couple of these criteria speak to you, you could be the perfect person for the job. Formal education, qualifications
and extensive experience matter less to us than excellence, initiative and drive.
Please apply by 7 January 2019. To apply, visit Work at GetUp.

To apply click here to visit

Work at GetUp

